ИДЕОЛОГИЧЕСКО-АСТЕЗИЙНОЕ ОРИГИНАЛЬНОСТЬ
ОТ СКАЗОК ОСКАРА УИЛДА

Одним из теоретиков английской эстетики и его художественных практик, Оскар Уайльд был пранною к парадоксальным выражениям собственных парадоксов, которые привлекали современные писатели, выжившие эстетизм как литературную тенденцию.

Еще в детстве, нам попадаются на руки зачаровывающие сказки “Добродушный принц”, “Вечеринка птицы и розы”, “Звездный мальчик” и другие. Уайльдские сказки открывают перед нами потрясающий мир с редкими вещами, ювелирными изделиями, экзотическими цветами, арт.

“После судебного процесса Оскара Уайльда на аукционе продали его имущество, один из карикатуристов нарисовал предметы, принадлежавшие писателю: множество предметов разных тем, которые лишь недавно потеряли своего владельца. Среди них был сборник рассказов, на который внимание не обратили. Их сегодня можно найти во всем мире...” [1, с. 64].

На протяжении всей жизни, О. Уайльд проповедовал культ красоты. Его произведения - это признание любви к творчеству и искусству. О. Уайльд верил, что искусство превосходит природу и обыденную жизнь. В соответствии с его высказыванием, искусство отражает не жизнь, а темперамент души. “Красота имеет столько же смыслов, сколько и настроений человека”, - заявил Оскар Уайльд в одном из своих эссе [3, с. 10]. Креативное вдохновение наполнено красотой воображения, фантазии. По его мнению, люди забывали о значении жизни, забывали о ее ценности. Это произошло потому, что они забыли о радости. Уайльд хотел вернуть людям радость от игры, и это была положительная волна для развития культуры, которая способствовала более гармоничному развитию каждого человека.

С другой стороны, культ развлечений, если он не ограничен моральными принципами, может быть опасен, как и культ красоты, потому что эротичность, или новая эротичность, может легко привести человека к смерти.

Оскар Уайльд был осведомлен о этом трагичном факте. Он считал это правилом, как праведные люди ищут добро. Сложность и противоречия нового эротизма, включая “Добродушного принца”.

“On a high city column there was
Happy Prince statue. He was covered from top to bottom with golden leaves. Instead of shining eyes two sapphires, were noticeable on the princes and the dagger hilt glittered a large ruby” [5, p. 12], – so begins a wonderful story of the writer. Prince got into a place of honor because he was the only happy person in the city, and others forgot what happiness are, grateful servants decided to make the status for remembering him. However, staying over land, the Prince suddenly learns the true value of his happiness – a lack of real life, ignorance of people and their problems. “When I was still alive – to swallow says he that stopped for the night at the foot – and I had a real human heart, I didn’t know what tears. I lived in the palace of Sans Sousi (serenity), where sorrow cannot enter. I had a good time all days with friends in a garden in the evening dancing at the balls in the Great Hall. Around the garden there, were strong walls and I never thought of asking what was happening there, behind those walls? Because everything around me was so excellent!” [5, p. 15].

The main conclusion of this tale, parable is obvious: a person may experience pleasures and be happy if he builds up high walls to be separated from other people, forget about their existence, be thinking only about themselves, become indifferent and selfish. However, this situation is immoral, abnormal, and simply impossible. The prince realizes it very well, and being high over the city, that makes him feel remorse and sacrifice himself for others.

The subject of the tale “Nightingale and Rose” is the fate of an artist and his works. Nightingale is an artist, poet; the rose is the work of art. The artist gives his blood and life, that works was excellent and bring happiness in love. Nevertheless, the girl who liked the student is unable to appreciate the sincerity and simplicity ‘ordinary flowers’. “I am afraid that this rose does not fit my new dress.” [5, p. 33]. She appreciates more wealth, jewelry. The death of nightingales was in vain. Rose fell on the road and run over by a cartwheel...

In the fairy tale, Nightingale as a valid artist appears above not only an ordinary girl, but also a student for whom philosophy is more important than Love. At this background, another very important topic appears the topic of true love. Nightingale is sure that it is heard like it and is willing to sacrifice him. “Love – is a miracle. It is more costly than expensive jewelry, it cannot be bought for any pearls, garnets, it is not put on the market. Death is a nigh price for red rose.
And still love is more valuable than life, and is the any way to compare the heart of any bird with a human heart” [5, p. 26–29].

O. Wilde in his usual manner challenges the society. It is impossible not to notice in allegorical images of animals (water Rats, Ducks with ducklings, Konoplyanka) ordinary members of contemporary society: the English inhabitants of rural areas, with their prejudices, in attempts to break higher company and stupidity, which cover useless devotion. The mother duck teaches their children to stand upside down in the water: “If you do not learn to stand on your head, you will never be taken in to the superior Company” [5, p. 41].

The main problem of this tale is the understanding of the concept of “friendship”. Hans is really proud that he has a ‘reasonable’ great friend Hugh, who always says: “Many people can do good deeds. But a few can speak well. So, to speak well is much harder, but worthier” [5, p. 45]. The tragic end of a good young man and the last words of the late Hugh “the generosity always had to pay”, leaves no room for meditation on the moral sympathy of the author. This tale makes us wonder are we just to our friends? Can we behave like Miller?

Good must defeat evil – the main motto of every tale, however, Wilde retreated from it. Swallow, despite all the good work, dies at the feet of Happy Prince, whose heart was breaking up (“Happy Prince”). Nightingale dies in terrible suffering, as though for the great love, but his self-sacrifice is in vain – one has any idea (“nightingale and the Rose”). True Hans, making everything possible for his imaginary friend, dies having drowned in the mud (“True Friend”).

Themes of hypocrisy and indifference to others, poverty, selfishness, pure love, beauty can be heard in various aspects of all Wilde’s fairy tales. However, it is possible to single out the main problem that is the problem of finding the right way of action. The main task is to choose the right one. Oscar Wilde seeks to resurrect the best side of human nature by showing negative, but the writer is not still telling: a person on should understand himself and improve himself, and hence the world around it. Extremely huge problem of society, according to the artist, is the callousness and indifference. A world where a man is indifferent to others is doomed.

Thus, Oscar Wilde tries to warn us: only love and kindness, mercy can save humanity.

REFERENCES
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES IN SCHOOL MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY

The newest information technologies (IT) has firmly entered the modern society along with the learning process of educational institutions. Using the latest IT at secondary schools raises the educational process on a higher level while correlated practice in management of an institution helps to ensure efficiency and effectiveness of administering. One of the priorities of educational reform at the present stage is the implementation of advanced information technologies, training and educational computer programs (CP), multimedia training to the educational process and management of education in general.

School management is among the areas of effective use of new technologies, creating a common information environment and establishing objectives, and levels of administrative management process.

The question is relevant as the use of ICT in professional administration of the school is also imperative that educational institutions are the first basic step in the chain submission educational management – Management of educational institutions [1].

According to the Law of Ukraine “On education”, activities in the education system are:

- management – the introduction of information technologies in educational administration;
- training – the computerization of the educational process and educational work of the institution;
- research – introduction of ICT in science teaching development.

Therefore, the application of ICT in education and training directly to business and management education institution is already in need of comprehensive schools.